WITCHES OF WAYSIDE RELEASE LIVE ON
KICKSTARTER!!!!!
Witches of Wayside Coven, October 15, 2018

URL: http://www.pr9.net/ent/illustration/10643october.html
LIVE ON KICKSTARTER, you can now purchase not only the visual masterpiece and the writing genius of Jeremiah and Nikki
Schmidt but you can purchase original art and merchandise!
PR9.NET October 15, 2018 - The Witches of Wayside Coven book is now live on Kickstarter!
The dynamic duo of Jeremiah and Nikki Schmidt have come together and made a visually captivating, intriguing story of some
Witches from Wayside. Jeremiah Schmidt is a world renowned artist who has been published in magazines, does comic cons as an
artist and also teaches master course. Nikki Schmidt is a well versed writer whos blogs are warmed are hearts and made us wanting
more. With the two coming together for the first time in one book??.can we say amazing? intriguing? no words can do justice for just
their first collaboration together. Here is just a sample synopsis;
Come Explore the world of Wayside Coven. Witches from the Wayside is a book series about the wonderful world of magic and the
witches that oversee it. Wayside Coven keeps the balance of dark and light magic in the world of wayside. Like all things in nature,
magic must be balanced. In the first book of this series Witches of Wayside Coven you get to meet the witches that give power to the
Wayside. Each witch has her own story and motivations that fuel her powers. No two witches are alike, but all are powerful and help
maintain the balance. But now Wayside Coven has a few new apprentice witches, see if they will be inducted into the light or pulled
into the dark of Wayside. Will the balanced be maintained, or is there a plot within Wayside to disrupt the balance and shift the power
to either the dark or light?????.
Make sure to checkout what they have for the rest of the book. Here is a sample of the books mock up that they now have on
kckstarter!!! Please go share, like, buy if you so choose to and support this passion project https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/fearthe-beard-art/witches-from-the-wayside?ref=nav_search&result=project&term=witches%20of%20wayside

You can find the witches on social media as well as the writer and illustrator
Jeremiah Schmidt
Instagram? Fearthebeardart
Twitter? @fearthebeardart
Email? witchesofwayside@hotmail.com
Facebook- https://www.facebook.com/MasterclassArtandDesign/
###

About Witches of Wayside Coven
This is a a book for all ages and will keep everyone wanting more as the writer (Nikki Schmidt) relievers a jaw dropping writing that is
next to nothing. Alongside Jeremiah Schmidt's visuals, the book is ready for the world to know about the Witches of Wayside Coven
Here is link to their current Kickstarter to get you started on learning more and supporting their passion project.
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/fear-the-beard-art/witches-from-thewayside?ref=nav_search&result=project&term=witches%20of%20wayside
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Instagram? Fearthebeardart
Twitter? @fearthebeardart
Email? witchesofwayside@hotmail.com
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